SCIENCE WITH AND FOR SOCIETY IN EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES ALLIANCES

FIT FORTHEM - Fostering Institutional Transformation of R&I Policies in European Universities

EXPLORING JOINT STRUCTURES AND COMMON R&I AGENDAS

STRATEGIC ACTION PLANS
- internationalization of R&I
- open science
- co-creation
- human capital
- science communication

CARTOGRAPHY
of overlaps between research labs and regional smart specializations

MAPPING OF
- research strongholds
- resources & publications
- access to infrastructures
- unique cultural heritage items

SEARCHABLE ON FIT FORTHEM DIGITAL PLATFORM

PROFESSIONALIZATION
and intercultural sensitization workshops for international research management

POLICY BRIEFS
on overcoming barriers to institutional transformation and growth

FORTHEM STRATEGY

FORTHEM RESEARCH INNOVATION & TRANSFER
Mission Board

FORTHEM R&I SERVICES AND POLICY OFFICE
- partner search help
- project writing tools
- institutional data sets
- policy advice

FORTHEM LABS & CO-CREATION
Mission Board

Third-party funding strategy

FORTHEM STRATEGY